We developed a variational approach to investigate the ground state energy and the extend of the wavefunction of a neutral donor located near a semiconductor surface in the presence of scanning tunneling microscope (STM) metallic tip. We apply the effective mass approximation and use a variational wavefunction that takes into account the influence of all image charges that arise due to the presence of a metallic tip. The behavior of the ground state energy when the tip approaches the semiconductor surface is investigated.
INTRODUCTION
The investigation of the energetics of dopant atoms in nanoscale devices and near different interfaces is a very important topic of research in recent years. Dopant atoms provide free carriers in the conduction band or the valence band, respectively and the binding energy is of crucial importance to characterize a dopant atom. In order to measure the binding energy of dopants as a function of the device dimensions several experimental efforts have been under taken 1, 2 . A full spatial control of the incorporation of single P dopant atoms in Si was realized in Ref. 3 which opens a new possibility for the creation of atomic-scale electronic devices. Dopant can be used as the functional part of a device instead of just providing charges. An example is the proposal of Kane 4 to use donor states as qubits. Due to further miniaturization of semiconductor devices the dopant atoms appear closer and closer to interfaces 5, 6 and correspondingly the study of such impurity states becomes a problem of fundamental interest. A direct and flexible technique to investigate dopant atoms close to the surface is proposed by the method of scanning tunneling microscopy (STM). The electrostatic potential induced by the tip allows to manipulate the charge state of individual impurities near the surface of the semiconductor 5 . The electrostatic potential was fully controlled by the position of the tip and the voltage applied between the tip and the sample. The STM experiments were performed at low temperature on the surface of silicon doped GaAs. Silicon donors up to 1 nm below the surface could be reversibly switched between their neutral and ionized state by the local potential induced by the tip. In Ref. 6 the typical depth of the investigated donor was about 1.2 nm. From these experiments it is clear that the binding energy of an electron to the donor will be influenced by the semiconductor-vacuum interface and the presence of the metallic STM-tip. The finite element technique was applied in Ref. 7 to obtain the energy spectrum of a donor located near a plane semiconductor/metal interface. In our previous work 8 we investigated the lowest electronic states of a donor located near a semiconductor-insulator-metal plane interface within the effective mass approximation. The lowest energy states were obtained using a variational approach, which takes into account the influence of all image charges that arise due to the presence of the metallic and the dielectric interfaces. The results were compared with a numerical exact calculation using the finite element technique and good agreement was obtained. In this paper we extend our previous work and investigate the effect of the presence of the STM metallic tip on the donor binding energy and the electron wavefunction when a neutral donor is placed near a semiconductor-vacuum surface. In the s-wave-tip model of the STM tip suggested in Ref. 9 Therefore, it was shown that only the distance of the center of curvature of the tip to the sample surface is important. In accordance with the theory of scanning tunneling microscope developed in Ref. 9 and Ref. 10 we approximate the tip by a metallic sphere with the radius a. In the calculations of the impurity energy spectra we take into account the image charges of the electron and the donor which arise in a grounded metallic tip. We consider the vertical (perpendicular to the semiconductor surface, on Z-direction) and lateral (on the semiconductor surface, i.e. on OX-and OY-directions) motion of the metallic sphere, and therefore modeling the scanning motion of the STM tip. Our approach is based on the effective mass theory and does not include effects due to e.g. structural deformations of the surface because of the presence of the donor. Therefore it is only valid for donor atoms which are situated at least several monolayers below the surface. This paper is organized as follows. In Sec.2 we present our model, the underlying theory and discuss the variational wave function. This section also determines the neutral donor energy near a semiconductor surface in the presence of a STM tip approximated by a metallic grounded sphere. In Sec.3 we present our numerical results and discussions. Our conclusions are presented in Sec.4.
THE SYSTEM
In this section we consider the ground state energy of a neutral donor located near the surface of a semiconductor in the presence of a STM tip, which we approximate by a metallic grounded sphere (see Fig 1a) . The potential created by the impurity electron in the vicinity of the STM tip can be found using the method of images 12, 13 .
We assume that the vacuum layer between the tip (sphere) and the semiconductor surface ( XO Y ′ plane) near point O′ in 
The ground state energy versus the vertical (perpendicular to the semiconductor surface) position of the tip.
Let's firstly consider the case when the tip with zero potential (approximated by a grounded metallic sphere) is just above the donor which is located at the point D (see Fig 1a) on the z-axis (i.e. the center of the tip is on the z-axis) and approaches the semiconductor only in the z-direction. The potential energy of the electron (with the charge −e) at point A in the presence of the donor impurity (with charge q = e) located at point D (at the distance d O D ′ = from the semiconductor surface) near the metallic grounded sphere with radius a is given by the expression [ ]
where / e ea OA ′ = is the electron image which arises at point C at distance 2 / OC a OA = from the tip center; the donor image / q ea OD ′ = − is located at point B at distance 2 / OB a OD = from the center of the tip 12, 13 . So, the first term in Eq.(1) describes the attractive interaction between the electron and its image, the second term is due to the repulsive interaction between the electron and the donor image as well as between the donor and the electron image, and the last term represents the normal impurity-electron interaction. Since the problem is cylindrically symmetric, we use cylindrical coordinates with the center in point O′ with the zdirection through point D. We find the following expressions for the corresponding distances: the distance CA between the electron and its image is
the distance BA between the electron and donor image is
the distance AD of the electron from the impurity is 
We choose the ground state variational wave function of the system used in Ref [8] , where we modified the exponential factor exp( ) z β − , which describes the influence of the images on the electron, to the exp( 
The ground state energy versus lateral position of the tip
Now we consider the more general case where the tip at zero potential is shifted laterally (e.g. in y-direction). In this case the donor is displaced from the axis OE (previous OZ axis, which passes through the tip center perpendicularly to the semiconductor surface). Now we take the line OD passing through the center of the tip and the donor location point D as the new OZ′-axis with point O′′ (see Fig. 1b) as the origin of a new system of cylindrical coordinates. Notice, that now the new OZ′-axis is not perpendicular to the semiconductor surface. The position of the electron in this coordinate system is described by the variables ( ) , , z ρ θ ; the shifted position of the donor is described by the parameter q a y ρ = + (the distance of the donor from the axis OO′, where y is the distance from the tip surface to the OZ-axis). The potential energy between the electron at the point A (with the charge −e) and the donor impurity (with the charge q e = ) located at the point D near the metallic grounded sphere (a tip) with the radius a is given again by Eq. (1) 
We choose the ground state variational wave function ψ of the system in the following form:
where the function ( ) I r is the distance between the electron and the semiconductor interface.
Notice that the boundary condition is changed from ( 0) Figure 2 shows the obtained dependence of the ground state energy on the distance X between the tip and the semiconductor surface when the tip is at the central position (the tip-donor lateral distance q ρ is zero). The ground state energy becomes shallower when we move the tip closer to the surface and this effect is even more pronounced the larger the size of the metallic tip. The reason is that the screening due to the image charges on the donor energy becomes stronger. It is the negative image charge of the donor atom that dominates and is responsible for this behavior. A similar trend we observed earlier in the case of a semiconductor-metal plane interface 8 with decrease of the parameter d (when the donor was located closer and closer to a semiconductor-metal plane interface). For decreasing d the effect of the boundary condition ( 0) 0 z ψ = = on the energy becomes more important which increases the electron energy. For the same distances X and d the binding energy increases when reducing the tip size. The smaller the tip the smaller the screening and thus the larger the binding energy. Fig. 3 shows that with an increase of the tip radius the ground state energy becomes shallower and tends for small values of X and for
RESULTS
to the energy E′ = −0.142 for the case of a plane metal-semiconductor interface 8 from below.
We found that the energy of the impurity electron is lower than in the case when the donor is located at the same distance near a plane semiconductor-metal interface. This lowering occurs due to the fact that for the case of a tip all image charges are located in the tip body and they approach each other when reducing the tip radius. As a consequence the prevailed repulsive electron-donor image interaction is suppressed by the attractive electron-electron image interaction (the screening decreases) and the binding energy of the electron with the donor increases. Fig. 4 shows the average distances between the electron and the donor in the z and in the ρ directions as a function of the distance X between the tip and the semiconductor surface. A similar situation of a "negative" influence of image charges on the electron binding energy was observed for the donor located near a semiconductor-metal interface 8 . Figure 7 shows that the average distances z d < − > between the donor and the electron as well as < ρ > increase with the decrease of q ρ (when the tip approaches the central position).
CONCLUSION
In this paper we investigated the ground state energy of an impurity located near a semiconductor surface in the presence of a STM metallic tip which we approximate by a metallic sphere. We obtained the donor binding energy and its dependence on the tip radius and the distance between the donor and the semiconductor surface using a variational approach. The proposed trial variational function takes into account all correlations between the particles and its images. The results are compared with the corresponding results for a plane semiconductor-metal interface and good agreement was obtained for the case of infinitely large tip size. We showed that the neutral donor energy in the presence of a metallic tip is lower than for the case of a plane semiconductor-metal interface due to geometrical confinement of the images inside the tip. Our calculations were performed within the effective mass approximation and lead to a decrease in the donor binding energy when the donor-interface distance decreases.
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